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ok ive been trying to figure this out for a while now.. but never found a solution.i have mac os
10.5.2.adobe cs4 master collection 1.0 experience the next level of creative work effort-featured on
mac adobe cs4 master collection 1.0 experience the next level of creative work effort-featured on

mac when i start up my mac it would show a error saying the license was already expired and i have
to pay for it. but the funny thing was i only downloaded and installed it a few days ago. i looked up

on the internet and found a few ways to do it. but the thing is that i tried to use the adobe customer
care tool and it kept me on hold for over 20 mins. and i also tried to use the adobe acrobat software
downloader and it kept me on hold for almost an hour. the last way that i tried is that i downloaded
the updater and it was installed.and when i try to start up photoshop.i just get the error saying that
the license is expired can anybody help me out with some troubleshooting here. i just purchased it

from the adobe website and tried to run it. when i open it up, it says the license has expired.
(adobe.com works for me) i tried to uninstall it through the app store and uninstalled it, but still no
luck. what do i need to do to get it to work? i am a new mac user and adobe has always been my
goto software. i'm so, soooo frustrated. what does it take to fix this bug? help! hey im trying to

download the new photoshop cs4 and it says i need to register and i dont have an internet
connection i dont know how to get rid of this and im a new mac user which adobe program would i

use to tell mac what operating system im running?
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i have a new dell dimension e520. i have had cs4 for a while, and when it was working just fine on
my previous machine i tried to move the whole thing from my old machine to my new one.

everything installs fine, but when i go to launch cs4 the window appears to load, then blinks. then
the screen goes black and restarts. using the free preview version. if i simply restart my computer

then the same thing will happen as well. so a month ago i installed cs4 on my computer..when it was
working fine i installed acrobat pro for some reason. then an update corrupted my program to where
it no longer works, so i started to go into the troubleshooting process.which i found some solutions

to, but when i removed them i kept getting the black window that keeps me from opening the
program. and the uninstall tried to remove a whole list of other stuff that i didn't want removed. so
here i am asking for help. any ideas. i'm an old man. my learning to speak was difficult in childhood
and i was the cause of my mother's death. i never was able to master it, and i always hated school.
when i read the interview on cs3 it wasn't really convincing because i knew it was made by idiots

who actually don't know what they're talking about. so i decided to try a newer version and i came to
the conclusion that you don't want your customer to stick around. in order to promote you, you try to
escape from the responsibility of providing the customer with the best possible products, by offering

them expired serial numbers. in order to accommodate your advertisement, i registered a serial
number until the release of cs4. you could then offer me a full product. i understand that the last day
of registration was a promotion for cs4, but by the time you caught on, it was too late. i bought a 3rd
party product, and i had no control, no way to return it, and you can't even give me a refund. it also

has a long history of malfunctioning and not working completely on my computer. when cs4 has
been on the market for a while i decided to register a new serial number in your online registration,

and then i installed the free version as well. all was well until the new version was released. suddenly
you wouldn't accept the serial number from the last registration and you forced me to buy the full
version, for an upgrade that i couldn't use because it was on the way out. you won't let me refund

the money i paid for it because i tried to exercise my warranty. you're giving me a hard time
because i own an innovative product. i don't have $500 to pay for a new copy of a program you

claim to be the best. just let me make a profit. you're holding me up in a computer chair because of
my incompetence and i have a 3 year old daughter at home who doesn't care about my business. i'll
be happy to distribute flyers at your door to advertise your products at a fraction of the cost, but not

until cs4 is back in the inventory. until then, i'm stuck here. please let me contact you again.
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